Aust. J. Phys., 1985,38,97-112 This paper deals with dissipation-free flow in steadily rotating axisymmetric pulsar magnetospheres; for each species, relativistic inertia is balanced by the Lorentz force. Knowledge of integrals of the motion, including a complete integral for the limiting case of purely toroidal flow, is used to manipulate the fundamental electromagnetic and hydrodynamic equations into convenient forms. Consideration of the flow dynamics, incorporating plasma drift across the magnetic field and injection along it, provides the physical basis of a description of flow in which the poloidal motion is closely tied to the poloidal magnetic field lines (L. Mestel el al. to be published 1985). Particular attention is paid to flows whose toroidal part tends towards corotation as the symmetry axis is approached, and implications of the results for model building are discussed.
Introduction
In the 17 years since Jocelyn Bell discovered the first pulsar, no solution for their magnetospheric structure has been found, in spite of many attempts. The approaches made can be classified into two overlapping, but nonetheless different, classes which can perhaps be characterized as that of the theoretical astronomer and that of the mathematical physicist. The former approach, and much the more popular, is to make guesses and assumptions in proposing a model, and to see where they lead. The latter approach eschews postulating models; rather it aims ultimately to yield a model soundly based on carefully developed and reasonably rigorous mathematical physics.
Perhaps of most permanent value among the efforts of theorists so far has been the uncovering of integrals of the coupled electromagnetic and hydrodynamic equations for these steadily rotating relativistic systems, particularly, but not only, for the cases ofaxisymmetry and cylindrical symmetry. These results have recently been expanded and set out in an elegant and systematic form in a paper by Westfold (1981) . A complete integral for purely toroidal flow in axisymmetric magneto spheres can be added to the list (Burman 1984a) .
These integrals will undoubtedly feature prominantly in the process of obtaining a self-consistent pulsar magnetosphere model. Now that quite a few integrals are known, it is time to take the next step in the spirit of the mathematical physicist'S path to understanding the pulsar magnetosphere. This is, I suggest, to use the integrals to re-organize and simplify the fundamental electromagnetic and hydrodynamic equations-to try, in fact, to transform the equations into the optimum form for 0004-9506/85/010097$02.00 physical interpretation and for further study, both analytical and numerical. I shall attempt to do this, in Sections 2 and 3a, for axisymmetric systems.
L. Mestel, Y.-M. Wang and K. C. Westfold (to be published 1985; hereafter referred to as MWW) have introduced a pulsar magnetosphere model in which electrons leave the star with non-negligible, but not highly relativistic, speeds; the poloidal motion of the electrons is along the poloidal magnetic field lines and is only moderately accelerated until they reach a limiting surface near which rapid acceleration occurs. The basic formalism MWW developed predicts, in addition, a second class of flows, which do not encounter a region of rapid acceleration (Burman 1984b) . In Section 3, I shall study the physical basis of the MWW formalism by examining the driving forces and the resulting plasma drift.
In Section 4, I shall treat flows whose toroidal part tends towards corotation as the symmetry axis IS approached, and go on in Section 5 to discuss implications of those results for model building.
The Integrals
Let 'IiJ, ¢ and z be cylindrical polar coordinates, with the z axis as the rotation axis of the star. The system under consideration is steady in the rotating frame: the changes in time at points fixed in the inertial frame of the star result from the steady rotation of a structure at angular frequency Q. The dimensionless coordinates Q'IiJ/c and Qz/c will be denoted by X and Z, and the unit toroidal vector by t; the vacuum speed of light is c.
It follows from Faraday's law and 'l • B = 0 that the electric and magnetic fields are connected by E +Xt x B = -'lqJ (Mestel 1971; Westfold 1981) where the gauge-invariant potential qJ is defined in terms of the familiar scalar and vector potentials ¢ and A as ¢-XAq, (Endean 1972a) . Thus E is expressed as the sum of a part XB x t, generated by the rotation of the magnetic field structure, and a noncorotational part -'lqJ. Endean (1972a Endean ( , 1972b pointed out that, under the steady-rotation constraint, there exists a constant of the motion '1' k for particles of species k:
where Yk' mk> e k and vkq, denote the Lorentz factor, rest mass, charge and ¢-component of velocity of the particles of this species. If all particles of species k are nonrelativistic in an arbitrarily thin neighbourhood of the stellar surface, taken to be a perfect conductor, then '1' k is constant throughout all the space connected to the surface by flow lines of that species (Burman and Mestel 1978) .
It is convenient to let Uk denote V k -Q'liJt, the flow velocity reduced by the local velocity of corotation with the star, and (2) takes the form Vk' \! pt = 0, which is just the statement that P: is a constant of the motion of species k . The definitions OflJ'k' €P and pt combine to
give lJ'k -QPtlc = Ykmkc21ek +¢: the two integrals lJ'k and pt contain the energy integral, stating that Yk mk c 2 + ek ¢ is a constant of the motion .
The subscript k labelling the species will now be dropped; electromagnetic quantities augmented by inertial terms will be distinguished by asterisks. The following dimensionless variables will be used: V == (clQ)\!, V == vic (with toroidal and poloidal parts Vq, and Vp), cP == e€Plmc 2 , P == elJ'lmc 2 , P == (elmc 2 )QPlc, P* == P~XyVq".1 == eAlmc 2 and A* == A+yV.
Not only are ijI and P* constants of the motion for each species, but each P is a function of the corresponding P* only: this follows from the poloidal part of the equation of motion (2) on eliminating uq, between its m and z parts and using the fact that P* is a constant of the motion. Consequently, the poloidal equation of motion reduces to (4) where jj* denotes eB*lmcQ, Uq, == Vq,-X and the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument. Equation (4) states that the poloidal flow is everywhere parallel to the poloidal part of the magnetoidal field of the species, and that Vp and Vq, are related by (4') Equation (4) can be written in the form (5a) by introducing" through the relation (5b)
Combining these into a single vector equation gives [Mestel et al. 1979, equation (2.27) ]
Although equation (5a) expresses coincidence of the lines of the poloidal flow of a species with those of the poloidal part of its magnetoidal field, it is not an algebraic relation but a differential equation, because of the vorticity contribution to B;. It is the vorticity contribution that introduces an 'inertial drift' or departure of the poloidal flow from the poloidal magnetic field lines (Burman and Meste1 1979; Mestel et al. 1979) 
where w denotes Vt/>I X, equal to the local azimuthal angular speed of the species normalized to the angular speed of the star. In the special case of purely toroidal flow, this result shows that w = w(1'*), a function of 1'* only; a complete integral and singular solution for purely toroidal flow can be deduced by equating the righthand side of equation (7b) to zero (Burman 1984a) .
Under the steady-rotation constraint, the hydrodynamic equation of continuity for a species of particle number density n takes the form V . (4) for V p , the vanishing of a scalar triple product:
This means that the equations of. motion and continuity together provide a further integral: (8) where X' is a function of 1'* only; a constant reference particle number density no has been inserted to make X' dimensionless. Equations (4) and (8) for Vp and n show that (9) So the integral X(1'*) of X/(1'*), a constant of the motion, is a dimensionless Stokes stream function for the poloidal particle flux of a species (Westfold 1981, Section 4) . Equation (9) shows that the poloidal part of the electric current density can be expressed by the equation (10) where eo is a reference particle charge and S denotes exl eo summed over the species; no and eo have been taken to be fixed constants, not changing from species to species. The poloidal part of Ampere's law is satisfied by ) (11) where S denotes -(woIQ)2S with w~ == 4nno eo elm; both Sand S are dimensionless;
Wo is a reference (species-dependent) angular plasma frequency.
PoloidaI Flow
The integrals (1) and (3) can be written in dimensionless form as p* == P-XyV",.
Taking the gradient of (I') and using (3') gives where i is the unit cylindrical radial vector and
the vector Jt vanishes in the case of purely toroidal flow. Equation (12) shows that which will be required soon. Forms taken by the Gauss and Ampere laws under the constraints of steady rotation and axisymmetry have been given by Mestel et al. (1979) . The former is (15) where pe denotes the net electric charge density. The azimuthal component of the Ampere law is (16) where iJ == eB/mcQ andj", is the azimuthal component of the electric current density.
Equation (14) relates V2(b to V2 P and V P, together with the flow variables. Eliminating;P and V2p among equations (14)- (16) results in
If all species present in a region have the same azimuthal velocity component, or if a single species predominates, then j", reduces to pev", and equation (17) expresses pe in terms of the magnetic field and the flow variables. I have previously given the resulting pe for purely toroidal flows described by the complete integral (18) below (Burman 1984a) . More generally, when j", cannot be equated to pev"" an expression for pe obtained by using equation (14) to eliminate q; from the Gauss law (15) will contain a V2 P contribution. Purely toroidal flows are described by a complete integral, together with a singular solution corresponding to precise corotation with the star; these follow from a quasilinear first-order partial differential equation which toroidal flows must satisfy, corresponding to the vanishing of the right-hand side of (7b), thus demonstrating the existence of an underlying quasilinear structure to that highly nonlinear problem. Complete integrals are not unique; one form is
where a and b are constants for each species. The equation of motion for purely toroidal flow is (l-w)'\7P* = Vp, which can be integrated, on using the complete integral, to give
where C is a constant; comparison with the Endean integral (1') shows that (Burman 1984a )
Flows that approach corotation on the axis of symmetry are described by equations (18)- (20) with b = a and C = 1. It is feasible that there could exist a set of solutions of the electro-hydrodynamic equations that does not contain a purely toroidal flow as a limiting case. If, however, equation (4), relating Vp to B:, is to remain valid in the limiting case of purely toroidal flow, the factor in braces must vanish in that limit. Comparison with the complete integral (18) for toroidal flow determines the corresponding functional form of P (P*):
which can be integrated to give
where C is a constant. Comparison with the Endean integral (1') shows that
For flows that have pure corotation, rather than toroidal flow described by the complete integral, as a limiting case, equation (4) shows that fj is constant. For flows which are connected to a perfectly conducting star by dissipation-free flow lines, and which are nonrelativistic near the star, fj is not merely constant on each flow line of the species concerned, but has the same value, namely one, throughout the flow (Burman and Mestel 1978) . Motion of pure corotation with the star also has constant fj, the value being one if the flow extends continuously outward from the star. Flows having constant fj 'may be characterized as being flows that are 'strongly linked' to the star: in general they are not disconnected from the star by any region devoid of the species concerned or by the intervention of any region in which dissipation is significant, but corotational flow is always a member of this set. Flows which satisfy these conditions, but not that of being nonrelativistic near the star, will be referred to as being 'weakly linked' to the star. Equation (5a) has the form of the poloidal part of the generalized isorotation law stating that the reduced flow velocity u of a species is parallel to its magnetoidal field B* (Burman and Meste11978, 1979) . But that law, which is independent of any spatial symmetry, is restricted to flows that are strongly linked to the star, meaning that P is constant. The validity of equation (5a) does not require the flows to be linked to the star, but the equation has been derived for the axisymmetric case and is a poloidal relation only: equation (5b) shows that U'" = KB; for flows strongly linked to the star, but not otherwise.
Flow Dynamics (a) MWW Formalism
Equation (6) relating the flow velocity to the magnetoidal field, equivalent to equation (2.27) of Mestel et al. (1979) , was formed by combining its poloidal and toroidal parts. An alternative decomposition, into its parts perpendicular and parallel to the magnetoidal field, will now be considered; the respective contributions to the velocity will be denoted by VJ. and VII'
An appropriate choice of K in equation (6) provides the 'perpendicular' part of that equation: (24) where S* stands for -XB;. It follows that VJ. = 11-P' 1 XB:/B* and, with Ym 
Recombining (24) and (26) into an equation for V yields equation (6) with (26) (27) (27') (28) This procedure of splitting equation (6) for V into parts perpendicular and parallel to B*, expressing VII in terms of y and Ym' and recombining the parts into equation (6) again, has provided a representation of the flow velocity formally equivalent to that introduced by MWW; they neglected inertial drift and considered flows strongly linked to the star. In the next two subsections, I shall look into the physical interpretation of their formalism.
(b) Driving Forces
Here I shall develop the equation of motion of a species into a form in which each term has a clear physical interpretation. By approximating this equation, and adapting plasma drift theory, I shall use it in Section 3c to elucidate the physical basis of the MWW formalism. Because of the physical nature of the argument, I have found it convenient to return to using quantities with dimensions.
By splitting the flow velocity into its toroidal and poloidal parts, and using the vector identity Cl x (V x Cl) ;: -!V(o:2) -Cl. VCl with yvP for Cl, it is found that, under axisymmetry,
Use of the expression m-1 t x V P for Bp shows that
These expressions are to be substituted into the equation of motion (2). On recalling that P * is a constant of the motion of the species concerned, and invoking the definition (1) of tp to eliminate its gradient, equation (2) is found to take the form
where p denotes the unit tangent vector to the poloidal flow lines.
Under the steady-rotation constraint, the Lorentz force F/e per unit charge acting on a species can be expressed as -V <J> + c -1 u x B (Burman and Mestel 1978) , becoming (30) under axisymmetry. So the equation of motion (29) can be written
The physical significance of the various terms on the right-hand side of this equation is clear: the first term represents the centripetal acceleration, directed toward the axis of symmetry, of the toroidal part of the motion; the second represents the centripetal acceleration associated with the poloidalpart of the motion, and is directed toward the local centre of curvature of the poloidal flow line; the third represents the linear acceleration of the poloidal flow, and so is parallel to the tangent vector to the flow lines; the fourth term is a magnetic acceleration arising through departure of the poloidal flow from the poloidal magnetic field lines. The equation of motion (29) can be regarded as giving the non-corotational electric field -V <J> required to support the motion against inertia and against magnetic forces arising from drift across the rotating magnetic field structure. Inertia has been decomposed into three effects, namely the rotational inertia of the toroidal and poloidal parts of the flow and the linear acceleration of the poloidal flow; the magnetic forces, corresponding to the last two terms in equation (29), arise from toroidal motion relative to the rotating poloidal magnetic field structure and from poloidal motion relative to the toroidal magnetic field.
The differential equations (5) 
The centripetal acceleration of the poloidal flow has magnitude yv~/ p, where p is the local radius of curvature of the flow line, and is directed along the inward normal to the line. In mathematical terms, the unit tangent vector to the flow line rotates at rate l/p around the instantaneous binormal to the line, which here is t; that is, we have (p. \1)p = t x p/ p = n/ p where n is the principal normal to the line, namely -V P*jmB;. Thus, the centripetal acceleration of the poloidal flow is given by
where equation (3Ia) has been used to get equation (32b). Equation (3Ib) shows that
Because of equations (32) and (33), the terms in equation (29) 
where %s denotes differentiation along a poloidal flow line. I shall make the approximation of regarding the quantity YVp/ p as an estimate of the relativistic vorticity V x yvP of the poloidal flow; it has the right sign and order of magnitude. Thus, the quantity in braces in equation (35) but with uq, still given by (3Ic). In other words, inertial drift of the poloidal flow across the poloidal magnetic field lines will be neglected, but the inertial contribution to B; will be retained.
In this approximation, the centripetal acceleration of the poloidal flow is orthogonal to Bp, so v P * in equations (32) is to be replaced by v P. Also, use of vp ~ 2Bp instead of vp = 2B: shows that v p* in equation (33), describing the effect of poloidal motion relative to the toroidal magnetic field, is to be replaced by v P. So V P replaces v p* in the expression (34) combining these effects, and hence in the equation of motion (36), which becomes (38) equation (31c) has been used to substitute for u",-2B: in the VP term. Equation (38) will be used in the next subsection to study the motion across the magnetic field.
Since Bp , which is the external magnetic field of the star as modified by the magnetospheric toroidal currents, is so large, neglect of the inertial part of B: is likely to be a very accurate approximation throughout much of the magnetosphere; however, the approximation is subject to failure in inertial boundary layers, separating electrondominated and ion-dominated zones, in which the number densities of the species drop rapidly and a process of inertial development of vorticity occurs. On the other hand, it is desirable to make allowance for the inertial part of B:: it cannot yet be said whether or under what circumstances B"" which is generated by the poloidal magnetospheric currents, is larger or smaller than (me/e)v x (yvp).
(e) Drift across B Equation (38) expresses the non-co rotational electric field -veP required to support the motion against inertial and drift effects as the sum of three parts. The first part, which is absent for flows that are strongly linked to the star, supports a 'residual drift' at rate u'" -2B:, which equals -QUJ fji " of the toroidal motion relative to the poloidal magnetic field structure; the second part is just the centripetal force per unit charge associated with the toroidal flow; the remaining part of -veP, after these two contributions have been subtracted, provides the linear acceleration of the poloidal flow along the poloidal magnetic field lines. The three contributions to eP may be referred to as the 'residual drift', 'centrifugal' and 'linear acceleration' parts;
i.e. eP = ePr + ePC + ePa.
The usual plasma physics formula for the drift velocity in crossed electric and magnetic fields, namely V = Ex B/B2, can be adapted as follows to this problem involving steady relativistic rotation. Under steady rotation, we have E = XB x t -veP, which reduces to v(QP/e -eP) under axisymmetry. But only the -veP r part of the non-corotational electric field is to be inserted into the drift velocity formula: it is that part which is relevant to maintaining the residual drift. The -veP c part, which is balanced by the centrifugal effect of the steady rotation, and the -veP a part, which produces the linear acceleration of the poloidal flow, are to be omitted. The corotational electric field XB x t, generated by rotation of the magnetic field structure, provides a contribution to V which is the value it would take if inertia were neglected.
The approximate equation of motion (38) shows that veP r = (Q/ e) fji 'v P. Hence the effective electric field, in so far as the usual drift velocity formula is concerned, is (Q/e)(1-fji ')v P. The resulting velocity, combining the steady rotation and the residual drift, is VJ., where Equations (39) and (40) are just (24) and (25) with the inertial contribution to the magnetoidal field neglected.
Let us consider for a moment flows that are strongly linked to the star. Near the star, we have B", ~ Bp and the toroidal component of V.l is close to the corotational value X. The poloidal part SBp/B2 of V.l is vanishingly small at the star: the drift motion can describe outflow from the star, but only with insignificant emission speed.
The Lorentz factor Ym is given by Y;;;: 2 = 1 -X 2 + S2 / B2.
(d) Injection along B
Outflow with significant emission speed requires the inclusion of a contribution VII to the velocity, as in Section 3a:
Combining (39) and (41) gives
with (43) these equations are equivalent to equation (6) with the inertial contribution to the magnetoidal field neglected and with
This reproduces some of the basic flow equations introduced by MWW. The treatment shows that flow with Y= Ym corresponds to a plasma drift, perpendicular to B, driven by the part (.0/ c )(1-ffr ') V P of the electric field in the presence of the magnetic field. The equations show that Ym (when it is real) is a lower bound on the Lorentz factor (see MWW): pure drift flow is the least relativistic of flows incorporating poloidal motion. The present approach shows that flow described by the MWW formalism with Y > Ym may be interpreted as a plasma drift following injection: a significant injection velocity leads to the presence of the contribution VII to the flow velocity.
The linear poloidal acceleration can be found by comparing the approximate equation of motion (38) with the exact equation (12) for V$, resulting in (45) where s denotes .os/c, a dimensionless measure of distance along a poloidal flow line, and J1 is defined by (13a).
We consider flows that are not linked to the star, but have toroidal flow described by the complete integral (18) as a limiting case, so that P' and P are given by (21) and (22). Substituting (21) for P' into (39) for V.L provides the flow velocity:
Since p* == p-XyV4>' equation (46a) relating V4> and y can be rearranged into On using equation (46a), equations (21) and (22) for q,' and q, become
Equations (46) describe flows that are not connected to the star by lines of dissipation-free flow. They extend the complete integral for purely toroidal flow to incorporate poloidal flow, provided it is almost along the poloidal magnetic field lines. Equation (39) for V.L with q,' put equal to zero describes flows that are strongly linked to the star, extending the singular integral describing pure corotation to incorporate poloidal flow, again provided it is closely tied to the poloidal magnetic field lines.
Inside the Light Cylinder
In a paper on purely toroidal flow (Burman 1984a) , I paid particular attention to flows which approach corotation on the symmetry axis. These are described by the complete integral (18), together with equations (21) and (22) for q,' and q" on putting b = a and C = 1. For the flow to remain close to corotation for a sensible distance from the star, the constant a needs to be huge, at least of order WB./Q; here WBs == eBs/mc with Bs denoting the polar magnetic field strength on the stellar surface. I shall now study the subclass of flows specified by taking b = a and C = 1 in equations (46)- (49) for V4>' Vp, q, , and q,. Again, a will be taken to be at least of order wB./Q. This will extend my previous calculations on purely toroidal flows inside the light cylinder to incorporate poloidal flow that is tied to the poloidal magnetic field lines.
With b = a, equation (47) relating V4> to y can be written in the form
The condition y ~ I a I will be very comfortably satisfied, implying that equation (50) can be approximated further to (51) If a is written as dwB./Q, where d is a constant, then, in the dipole approximation,
here rand () are the spherical polar coordinates in meridional planes and R is the radius of the star. Equation (52) gives a maximum value (QRlc)2(2d)-1 for I Pial, occurring at the equator on the stellar surface. Since the dipole approximation provides some idea of the magnetospheric magnetic field strength and since d is at least of the order of one, it is clear that I Pia I is very small everywhere. So equation (51) can be yet further approximated to (53) Since Bq, -+ ° as X -+ 0, equation (51) shows that Vq, -+ X as X -+ 0: flows of this subclass can be characterized as those for which the toroidal component of the flow velocity approaches the corotational value QU} on the symmetry axis. Equation (46b) shows that Vp varies as -(Bq,1 Bp)X as X -+ 0, and so vanishes faster than Vq, as the axis is approached. Equation (51) shows that the flow is sub-rotating so long as (54) Incorporation of poloidal flow has introduced the positive contribution B;I B 2 into the left-hand side of this inequality, and so has greatly increased the likelihood of sub-rotation.
The condition ' )' ~ I a I cannot be a sufficient one for equation (51) to be valid:
the relativity restriction Vq, < 1 implies that the condition (55) must be satisfied. So, if Pia is positive, equations (51) and (53) will be applicable from the axis to at least slightly beyond the light cylinder, further if Bq, is a substantial fraction of B in that vicinity. If Pia is negative, then equations (51) and (53) will be applicable from the axis at least out to slightly inside the light cylinder, but very likely until well beyond it, depending on the relative size of I Pia I and B;IB 2 in that vicinity.
Use of equation (51) for Vq, in equations (48) and (49) for P' and 'p, with b = a and C = I, shows that
the small size of Pia has been used in obtaining the approximations (56b) and (57b).
Substitution of Vq, from equation (51) into the Endean integral (1) gives (58) Similarly, the approximate equation of motion (38) becomes
where roB == eB/mc and the small size of Pja has been used in obtaining (59b).
So long as X 2 (Bp/B)4 is not close to 1-V; and (XBpjB)2 is not close to one, equation (58) for cP can be replaced by
So long as X2(BpjB)4 is not close to 1-V~, equation (59b) for Va> can be replaced by
In equation (58) for q" expanding in powers of X 2 , V~ and B~/B2 to second order and in Pja to first order, yields
to this order, Pia and B~/B2 do not contribute.
Implications for Model Building
The standard Goldreich-Julian (1969) model of the pulsar magnetosphere features zones of corotating electrons and positive ions, in which particle inertia and all forces other than the Lorentz force are neglected. The electron and ion zones are separated by the B z = 0 surfaces. But this configuration is highly unstable to charge mixing across those surfaces (Jackson 1978; Burman 1981b Burman , 1981c .
. When particle inertia is allowed for, the non-co rotational part of the electric field, with potential i[J, must be introduced in order to support the motion. If the assumption of corotation is retained, then the requisite i[J is proportional to the mass-to-charge ratio of the species: it is negative and comparatively small in the electron zones and positive and very much larger in the ion zone. So there is a big julJ,lP in i[J between the zones, and the resulting electric field is directed so as to accelerate electrons into the ion zone and ions into the electron zones; it is, beyond X ~ Ij30, sufficient to accelerate electrons to relativistic speeds (Burman 1981b (Burman , 1981c .
In a previous paper (Burman 1984a) , I studied the problem of relaxing the constraint of corotation to one of toroidal flow. I found that the fundamental problem of mismatch of i[J and its derivatives between electron and ion zones remains. With the constant a expressed as dwB.lQ , if d is independent of the species, then the jump in i[J, and the corresponding accelerating electric field between the zones, are much the same as with precisely corotating zones: relaxing the assumption of corotation to one of toroidal flow does not alleviate the mismatch problem at all.
An outcome of these analyses is that there can be no zones occupied solely by toroidal flowing particles: although the toroidal flow condition can be satisfied locally, global considerations imply that poloidal flow is endemic. There may well be zones that are dominated by particles whose motion is close to being toroidal, but those particles will have a poloidal part to their motion and, furthermore, those zones will be penetrated by fast poloidally flowing particles of the species of opposite sign.
Thus, poloidal flow must be incorporated into the analysis, and this paper is directed to that end. What, then, is the effect of removing the toroidal flow constraint? The equations of the last section provide a partial answer: the mismatch is at least ameliorated by allowing for the poloidal flow that must occur.
With the constant a written as dwB./Q, equation (60) for (/J, and its expanded form (62), can be written as, respectively, With d independent of the species, any jump in (/J between electron and ion zones will arise from the part of (/J that involves the mass-to-charge ratio of the species. Equation (63) shows that this contribution is reduced in size by the presence of V~. To the extent that equation (64) is applicable, B", does not enter. Hence, at least for much of the region inside the light cylinder, allowance for the poloidal flow decreases the size of the potentially discontinuous part of (/J. (I am making the reasonable assumption that the effect is not so large as to invert the sign of the discontinuity.)
The above equations show that the poloidal speeds in the boundary layers will, for X2 ~ I, need to be a significant fraction of Qm if inclusion of poloidal flow is to have a substantial effect on the mismatch problem. In fact, for X2 not too large, the value X(I_X2)t for Vp in the boundary layer would reduce the potentially discontinuous part of (/J to zero. But X is the value taken by V", near the axis of symmetry, and the discussion following equation (53) shows that Vp ~ X there.
Qualitatively, then, allowance for the poloidal flow at least helps to overcome the mismatch problem. Little more can be said until the analysis has been extended to allow for the departure of the poloidal flow from the poloidal magnetic field lines.
Concluding Remarks
In a recent paper on toroidal flow in axisymmetric pulsar magnetospheres (Burman 1984a) , I showed that the qualitative implications of my earlier work based on corotation remain unaffected when the constraint of corotation is relaxed to one of purely toroidal flow. The mismatch of the non-corotational potential between electron and ion zones implies that there can be no zones occupied solely by toroidally flowing particles. There may well be zones dominated by particles whose motion is largely toroidal, but their motion will have at least a small poloidal part, and the zones will be penetrated by fast poloidally flowing particles of the opposite sign. The real problem in understanding the pulsar magnetosphere is not the Goldreich-Julian one of satisfying the boundary conditions on the star: it is that of matching regions of different species.
In the present paper I have used the integrals of the motion, including a complete integral for toroidal flow, to reorganize and simplify the fundamental electrodynamic and hydrodynamic equations for axisymmetric magneto spheres. The extension of the complete integral for purely toroidal flow to incorporate poloidal motion that is closely tied to the poloidal magnetic field lines has shown that the inclusion of the poloidal flow in the analysis at least reduces the mismatch problem. But further progress along these lines will require the theory to be extended to allow for the effect of inertial development of vorticity, whereby the poloidal flow departs from the poloidal magnetic field in the boundary layers separating the electron and ion zones.
